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Create a mini-greenhouse for
freshly planted seeds. Cut a large
empty plastic bottle in half and
place the halves over seed pots
of a similar diameter to
keep the seeds moist and
warm and to encourage
them to grow.

Put ends of soap in an old
nylon stocking and tie the
stocking to your outside
tap. You then have soap
to wash the dirt off your
hands instead of
having to bring the
dirt inside!

Find a dandelion and take a
really close look at the petals
so that you can see all the
individual florets. Notice how
all these
individual florets
make up a single
flowerhead.

Do you forget to turn the
light off when you leave your
bedroom? Make a brightlycoloured sign in the shape of
a light bulb and hang it near
the door so that it
will reminder you to
switch it off when
you leave the room.

Take a picture of a bud
every day for a number of
weeks to get time-lapse
images of it opening. Try to
take it from the exact same
spot each time. If you don’t
have a camera, why not
sketch it!

Recycle old wooden jigsaw
pieces by painting funny faces
on them. You could glue boggle
eyes and use markers on them.
Glue a magnet
on the back to
make your very
own fridge
magnet!

In a packet of seeds, you often
get more than you need. Seal it
well and you may be able to use
them next year too!

To keep track of what seeds are
planted where, use a permanent
marker to write their names on
recycled ice cream sticks.
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